
SOCIAL LOGIN
To decrease the amount of barriers to entry for users to increase conversion  

rates on registration from user info collection to the verification step. 



1. Reg/sign in/ forgot PW modal

2. Reg page new flow & consolidation

3. My account page ( customer info )

4. Log in page restructure hierarchy

5. PW recovery page 
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Reg/login Modal









1. restyle the modal to take on a more 
immersive full page experience.

2. add in copy to tell the user why to sign up or 
login, our value proposition.

3. add in tool tips that describe each input field 
and describe the process. regarding FB.

additional improvements



Registration page



Step 1



Step 2



Step 3



current reg fields



USER W/ FB SIGN IN NO PW

USER W/ FB SIGN IN W/ PW

GENERAL COMBINATION OF FIELDS

CURRENT REG FORM

POTENTIAL SIGN UP  
FORM SIZE CHANGE
*if we hide the fields that have data input in 
them from social log in we could have 
incorrect data for dmdc.



1. remove confirm email field
2. hide zip field and populate with IP or social 

city/state.
3. combine the first and last name onto one 

line
4. if using social media to login hide gender if 

we can pull it from Facebook.
5. if logging in with Facebook hide password 

field. ( possibly put a note in so people can 
add a password if they want during this 
phase.)

6. update the animation of the jQuery steps to 
slide the content over rather than show hide 
so it is more intuitive. 

Recommendations



My account page



list of content we 
can pull from  
Facebook if the 
user allows us to.



UPDATES	  WITH	  AJAXlink with facebook unlink facebook

FACEBOOK PREFERENCES

my account 
update add fb preferences

pull in Facebook profile photo and add to 
top of my account, place Facebook 
preferences small below this image.



Login page





PW recovery page




